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In 1974, California voters amended the State Constitution to extend voting rights to Californians with criminal records, with the exception of those “imprisoned or on parole for the conviction of a felony.” In 2011, following a serious fiscal crisis and the Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Plata, the State restructured its correctional regime. Under the new regime, known as Criminal Justice Realignment, felons convicted of non-violent, non-serious, non-sexual offenses, are to serve their sentence, entirely or in part, in county jails in lieu of state prisons. The Secretary of State maintained that, despite this change in status, these inmates would remain disenfranchised. The California Court of Appeals and the California Supreme Court have perfunctorily denied petitions against this policy.

This Article aims to provide the broad, critical examination the Courts failed to undertake. It argues that principles of Constitutional construction require a broad reading of the right to vote. Moreover, any analysis of felon disenfranchisement after Realignment should take into account the broad context of penological reform, recidivism reduction, and empowerment of communities of color who are typically marginalized by mass incarceration. The article advocates moving away from a view of Realignment as a mere cost-saving mechanism, and toward a model of real
penal reform; the latter perspective requires a serious consideration of the contribution of voting rights to reintegration, and the promotion of civic engagement among incarcerated and formerly incarcerated people.
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If you miss me in the picket lines, and you can find me nowhere,
Come on down the city jail; I’ll be roomin’ over there.
If you miss me at the cotton fields, and you can’t find me nowhere,
Come on over to the courthouse; I’ll be voting right there.
-Pete Seeger, If You Miss Me at the Back of the Bus

Introduction

Proposition 10, passed by California voters in 1974, amended Article II, section 31 of the California Constitution, to extend voting rights to Californians with criminal records, with the exception of those “imprisoned or on parole for the conviction of a felony.” A recent substantial change in California’s criminal justice policy provided the California Court of Appeals, and subsequently the California Supreme Court, an opportunity to strengthen our commitment to the fundamental right to vote and endorse a new approach to corrections, recidivism reduction, and reintegration of felons into civil society.

This paper examines the application of Article II, Section 3 of the California Constitution to inmates whose sentence has been affected by the recent Criminal Justice Realignment (hereinafter: “the Realignment”). Under this new regime, now codified as Penal Code 1170(h), non-serious, non-violent, and non-sexual offenders no longer serve their sentences in state prisons, nor are they subjected to state parole following the completion of their sentences. Instead, they are held in county jails and are supervised, following their release, by local authorities. This new change brings up a serious question of constitutional interpretation: Are the Realigned felons still to be regarded as “imprisoned” or “on parole” for the purposes of determining their voting rights?

A recent litigation effort on behalf of felons held in county jails, or under community supervision, addressed the California Secretary of State’s official policy on the matter. While Realignment legislation does not explicitly address inmate voting rights, the Secretary of State has instructed inmates that, in order to vote, they must “[n]ot be in prison, on parole, or under post-release community supervision as a result of a felony conviction; [n]ot be serving a sentence in county jail for the conviction of a low-level felony as defined by the Criminal Justice Realignment Act of 2011 (CJRA); and “[n]ot be on probation as an alternative to serving the

concluding portion of a sentence in county jail for the conviction of a CJRA-defined low-level felony.” Inmates who “[a]re in a local jail as a result of a misdemeanor conviction” or “as a condition of probation when entry of judgment and sentencing have been suspended following a felony conviction,” however, may vote.3

Several civil rights organizations, as well as presently and formerly incarcerated people in jails or post-community supervision,4 disputed this interpretation and submitted a petition for original writ at the California Court of Appeals, asking the Court to instruct the Secretary of State to allow these inmates to register to vote.5 The Secretary of State submitted a brief in opposition,6 while the second respondent, the Director of Elections for the City and County of San Francisco, submitted a brief that supported Petitioners’ position and urged the court to rule on the matter to avoid confusion.7 The Court of Appeals rejected the petition without providing any reasoning.8 The organizations appealed the decision to the California Supreme Court.9 The Court rejected the appeal without providing any reasoning;10 only Justice Kennard dissented, stating that she would have remanded the case to the Court of Appeals.11 This Article is the product of our concern that the two Courts’ perfunctory rejection shows a refusal to engage in a pressing constitutional issue and raises concerns about our commitment to civic engagement and civil rights. Because silence from the courts allows further misapprehension of the scope of change envisioned under the Realignment, we undertake the task disregarded by California courts and provides a thorough critical analysis of the Secretary of State’s position.

4 See Petition for Review After An Order From the Court of Appeal, First Appellate District, Division Three, AOUON v. Bowen (2012) (No. A134775). Petitioners’ list included All Of Us or None, Legal Services for Prisoners with Children, League of Women’s Voters of California, Alisha Coleman, ACLU of Northern California, Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights, A New Way of Life Reentry Project, and Social Justice Law Project. This Article’s authors composed an amicus brief on behalf of thirty criminal justice scholars in support of Petitioners’ position. See Brief for Criminal Justice Scholars as Amici Curiae Supporting Petitioners, AOUON v. Bowen (2012).
7 Brief of Respondent John Arntz’s Verified Response to Petition for Writ of Mandate, AOUON v. Bowen (2012) (“Respondent Arntz agrees with Petitioners that the Constitution does not disenfranchise low level felony offenders who are sentenced to county jail or mandatory supervision under Penal Code Section 1170(h) or are subject to post-release community supervision under Penal Code section 3451(h).”)
8 AOUON v. Bowen, California Court of Appeals (2012).
9 Petition, supra note 4.
11 Id.
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The importance of the right to vote hardly needs introduction, but its meaning in the context of currently and formerly incarcerated people merits some elaboration. Part I of the paper introduces the practice of felon disenfranchisement in the United States, and in California in particular, discussing voting rights in a comparative perspective and highlighting the implications of felon disenfranchisement on the political process and on socio-economic and racial stratification. As the paper explains, U.S. courts have been typically unresponsive to these larger implications.

In Part II, the paper examines the specific context of the Criminal Justice Realignment. In this part we lay out two factors that contributed to the Realignment—the state's financial crisis and the United States Supreme Court decision in *Brown v. Plata*—and explain the main tenets and principles behind this shift in correctional policy. The paper examines two increasingly divergent models of Realignment: (1) A short-term cost-shifting solution to a budgetary crisis, focused solely on canceling out the "correctional free lunch" and holding counties fiscally responsible for the inmates they incarcerate; and (2) a long-term shift in our perception of punitiveness, dangerousness and rehabilitation. These models characterize not only the thoughts and policy perspectives behind the Realignment, but also the very different approaches of California counties to its implementation. Drawing on ample scholarship about the California correctional crisis, the paper argues that the intent behind Realignment was not merely savings-related, but also oriented toward a shift in correctional policy, and that, while policies based on the second model would be wiser, even the savings rationale supports enfranchisement.

Part III discusses the intersection of the Realignment and felon disenfranchisement. It starts with the constitutional interpretation argument—voting rights should be broadly interpreted—which means that, had the California legislature wanted to deny felons placed in jail post-realignment the right to vote, it should have explicitly done so. The paper then presents the dilemma whether to allow jailed felons to vote as a choice between the two models of Realignment presented in Part II. If Realignment is merely a short-term solution designed to hold the counties fiscally responsible for

---


13 *See* Franklin Zimring & Gordon Hawkins, *The Scale of Imprisonment* 211 (1991). This term, which will be explicated later in more detail, originates in Zimring's and Hawkins' classic book. "The parable of the free lunch is relevant to the discussion of prison population because prisons in the United States are... paid for at the state level of government out of state correctional budgets, but prison populations are determined by the number of prisoners referred by local officials and the length of sentences imposed at the local level. Since localities do not contribute to central state correctional budgets, the marginal cost of an extra prisoner may be zero at the local level of government, where the decision to confine is made." *Id.* at 211-212.
warehousing the people they convict and sentence, then arguably it should only transform inmates’ voting rights to the extent that enfranchisement might help lower recidivism rates and thus save money in the long run. However, if Realignment presents a real, positive shift from a dysfunctional and cumbersome incarceration enterprise of mammoth proportions toward community-based corrections designed to reintegrate tens of thousands of Californians back into their communities, civic engagement through voting is an essential component of the new approach.

Finally, the conclusion offers policy suggestions for courts and activists, as well as some avenues for future empirical research.

I. WHO CAN VOTE? POLITICS, RACE, AND THE CALIFORNIA CONSTITUTION

A. Felon Disenfranchisement in the United States: Law, Practices, and Consequences

The notion that felons, or inmates, should be temporarily or permanently deprived of the right to vote is far from universal, and raises philosophical questions of personhood, worthiness, and citizenship. One scholar has identified two main arguments in support of denying people convicted of criminal offenses the right to vote: A conservative argument, under which the convicted criminal lacks “civic virtue” and therefore does not deserve to vote, and a liberal argument, under which the convicted criminal has forfeited his or her right to vote by violating the social contract. In addition to these arguments, some scholars have identified anti-democratic fears about voters who might create “anti-law-enforcement” voting blocs in communities that experience high crime rates.

Opponents of felon disenfranchisement respond to the conservative argument by stating that voting would help felons develop civic virtue, in line with the republican commitment to character formation and to political activity as a central means by which such character development is achieved. The response to the liberal argument relies on the fundamental nature of the right to vote, an inexorable part of the social contract. Opponents also argue that the concern that criminals might vote to weaken

---

14 Jeffrey Reiman, Liberal and Republican Arguments Against the Disenfranchisement of Felons, CRIM. JUST. ETHICS 3 (2005).
the criminal justice system lacks empirical support.

Voting rights advocates respond with various counterpoints and emphasize the insidious social effects of felon disenfranchisement. Advocates claim that during and after incarceration, citizens are deprived of political power, which is particularly troubling given the overrepresentation of disempowered groups in the criminal process.\(^\text{17}\) The experience of incarceration, disenfranchisement and other corollaries to incarceration render formerly incarcerated people a "negative status group,"\(^\text{18}\) who face numerous challenges in reintegration into society.\(^\text{19}\) The alienation from society that occurs as a byproduct of socialization into the incarcerated population is cultivated and reinforced by felon disenfranchisement.\(^\text{20}\) These concerns are not alleviated in jurisdictions that only temporarily disenfranchise felons; in many jurisdictions, administrative practices such as petitions to re-register as a voter, the need for photo ID, and extensive and confusing paperwork, coupled with a lack of information about one's rights, often turn temporary disenfranchisement into permanent disenfranchisement.\(^\text{21}\)

Felon disenfranchisement practices vary worldwide, but scholarship on electoral policies has identified a few noticeable trends. Usually, countries that enfranchise voters are likely to have passed liberal voting laws, are democratic with particular respect for political rights, and either have no history of colonization or are no longer troubled by such matters. General attitudes toward punishment and incarcerated persons also matter; less punitive countries are less likely to disenfranchise felons.\(^\text{22}\) Most European countries that deny incarcerated people the right to vote for the duration of their incarceration return the civil rights of their offenders after release.\(^\text{23}\)

The United States is an outlier to this trend, and its restrictions on felon voting are on the severe end of the spectrum. The United States Constitution, in Section 2 of the 14\(^{\text{th}}\) Amendment, explicitly allows the states to deny the right to vote "for participation in rebellion, or other

\(^\text{17}\) See infra p. 49.


\(^\text{19}\) Regina Austin, "The Shame of it All": Stigma and the Political Disenfranchisement of Formerly Convicted and Incarcerated Persons, 36 COLUM. HUM. RTS. L. REV., 173-192 (2004).


crime." In *Richardson v. Ramirez*, the Supreme Court decided that Section 2 indeed allowed states broad discretion in denying felons the right to vote. Subsequently, in *Fincher v. Scott*, the Supreme Court ruled that disenfranchisement was not cruel and unusual punishment. 

The Constitutional language and the aforementioned Supreme Court decisions have made the issue of felon disenfranchisement state-specific, and the practices and reform prospects in a given state are therefore heavily dependent upon the state’s political makeup. Indeed, 46 states and the District of Columbia prohibit prisoners from voting while serving a felony sentence; four states – Maine, Massachusetts, Utah, and Vermont – permit persons in prison to vote; 32 states prohibit voting by persons on parole, and 29 exclude persons on felony probation. Additionally, the authors document that 10 states disenfranchise all persons who have completed their criminal sentence, while four others disenfranchise some ex-offenders and Texas disenfranchises ex-offenders for two years after they have completed their sentences.

States controlled by the Democratic Party are more likely to reform or repeal disenfranchisement laws, since the majority of disenfranchised persons with felony convictions would vote for Democratic candidates. The partisan political process is the greatest impediment to restoration of voting rights in states controlled by Republican legislators and the greatest hope for them in Democratic controlled states. This is not particularly surprising given that studies predict that, if felons were allowed to vote,

---

24 U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 2. The full text reads: "Representatives shall be apportioned among the several States according to their respective numbers, counting the whole number of persons in each State, excluding Indians not taxed. But when the right to vote at any election for the choice of electors for President and Vice-President of the United States, Representatives in Congress, the Executive and Judicial officers of a State, or the members of the Legislature thereof, is denied to any of the male inhabitants of such State, being twenty-one years of age, and citizens of the United States, or in any way abridged, except for participation in rebellion, or other crime, the basis of representation therein shall be reduced in the proportion which the number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number of male citizens twenty-one years of age in such State."

Id. at 73-74.


most of them would vote Democrat. A stunning study by Jeff Manza and Christopher Uggen argues that, if felons voted nationwide, the result of two Presidential elections and eight Congressional elections would have been different.31

As in the case of the death penalty,32 the United States’ severe restrictions on felon voting are a stark example of American exceptionalism. This uniqueness goes beyond the pervasiveness of the restrictions. Race, which has little effect on disenfranchisement policies on the international scale,33 is inexorably related to felon disenfranchisement; the practice in the United States is rooted in the painful historical context of slavery and Jim Crow.34 While, in general, the realities of the racialized criminal justice system and correctional apparatus are more subtle,35 in the context of voting, a solid body of scholarship supports the historical connection between felon disenfranchisement and the Fifteenth Amendment, which ostensibly enfranchised the population of former slaves.36 State disenfranchisement laws were passed on the basis of racial threat; many of them were passed at a time when extending the franchise to African-Americans was still a matter of vigorous debate.37 These laws served to ameliorate the effect of the official enfranchisement under the Fifteenth Amendment; their seemingly race-neutral restrictions on voting rights served as proxies for race and systematically hindered the full implementation of voting equality. 38 This was no coincidence; abundant literature on Jim Crow and enfranchisement clearly demonstrates that the racially discriminatory effects of felon disenfranchisement in the United States were not merely a byproduct of the overrepresentation of inmates of color. Rather, it was a strategy devised to target crimes that the Black

31 JEFF MANZA & CHRISTOPHER UGGEN, LOCKED OUT: FELON DISENFRANCHISEMENT AND AMERICAN DEMOCRACY (2006). Naturally, one has to take into account turnout rates, which arguably could be low among an alienated and disengaged community.
33 Rottinghaus & Baldwin, supra note 22, at 696.
36 U.S. CONST. amend. XVI, § 1. “The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude”.
community was thought to disproportionately engage in. Moreover, felon disenfranchisement was an important tool in a broad arsenal of legal constructions and requirements used in Southern states to systematically restrict the right of African American citizens to vote. In a study examining 114 records of disenfranchisement debate in constitutional conventions between 1814-1984, the arguments made in support of disenfranchisement included explicit references to suppression of African-American political power in addition to ostensibly race-neutral explanations such as punishment and deterrence, character assessment, potential for electoral fraud, and the need to deny support of criminal interests.

The effects of felon disenfranchisement on racial stratification extend beyond the felon community. In a classic 1993 Article, Andrew Shapiro notes that not only do the laws deny the right to vote to a class of individuals who are disproportionately nonwhite, but they also dilute the voting strength of minority communities. The pervasiveness of voting restrictions dampens the propensity to vote among African-Americans without felony convictions and of persons with low levels of income. A study comparing states through cross-sectional data concluded that disenfranchisement policies could be explained by size of minority population, ratio of minorities incarcerated compared to percentage in general population, and degree of legislative professionalism. These factors lead to a future in which minority participation in the democratic process is bleak.

The concerns about the issue of racial disempowerment through felon disenfranchisement have yielded a spectrum of responses. Supporters of felon disenfranchisement argue that the problem should not be addressed with regard to voting rights, which are race neutral, but rather by directly addressing prison overrepresentation. Others have noted that the criminal process is so rife with racial bias, from policing through trial practices and sentencing, the effects of felon disenfranchisement amount to a "new Jim

39 Behrens, et al., supra note 37, at 559.
45 Clegg, supra note 15, at 159.
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Some doctrinal solutions include a constitutional interpretation under which the Fifteenth Amendment implicitly repealed Section 2 of the Fourteenth Amendment and granted people with felony convictions the right to vote. A less radical proposition is that of a “sliding scale” approach to felon disenfranchisement that would allow plaintiffs to provide substantial evidence that they are being disenfranchised due to racial discrimination.

Recent years have seen a worldwide trend toward easing restrictions on felon voting, most famously in the recent decision by the European Court of Human Rights that required the United Kingdom to change its blanket disenfranchisement policy. Some scholars have advised an adoption of the German model, under which voting rights are deprived only to serious, legislatively enumerated offenses that must be assessed directly by a judge at the time of sentencing, and can be imposed only for a limited and relatively short period of time. This trend manifests itself in United States policies as well. In a comparative report on state policies between 1997 and 2010, it was found that nine states either repealed or revised lifetime disenfranchisement laws, two states expanded voting rights to persons on probation and parole, and five states eased the restoration process for persons seeking to have their right to vote restored after completing their sentence.

These attitudes and recommendations are not merely part of the academic discourse: Survey studies show that the public generally supports enfranchising people with felony convictions. Moreover, persons with felonies themselves question the extent to which they are considered community members as a result of their disenfranchisement.

46 MICHELLE ALEXANDER, THE NEW JIM CROW (2012). For a judicial decision holding that, in the context of a racially discriminatory criminal justice system, felon disenfranchisement violates the Voting Rights Act, see Farrakhan v. Gregoire, 590 F.3d 989, 1016 (9th Cir. 2010).
47 Chin, supra note 34.
54 Id. at 24.
The general public, 82% support restoration of voting rights after completion of sentence; 68% support the right to vote on probation or parole, and 10% think people in prison should vote too. 55

The severity of voting restrictions on felons in the United States, the variation in state responses, the scale of imprisonment nation-wide,56 and the underlying racial context endemic to the United States, all make felon disenfranchisement a particularly sensitive subject in terms of socio-economic and racial stratification. The following subsections examine how this issue was dealt with in California, which has the largest prison population of any American state.

B. Felon Voting Rights and the California Constitution

California’s treatment of felons and their rights, while perhaps atypical, makes for an interesting case study for several reasons. First, California is home to the nation’s largest population of inmates in total numbers (in terms of inmates per capita, it is somewhere in the middle of the range.)57

The total numbers are meaningful in the context of voting rights because any deprivation of voting rights would disenfranchise a fairly large number of California residents. In 2004, 1.09% of the California population (and 7.42% of its African-American population) was disenfranchised.58

Second, California has long been a pioneer of criminal justice and correctional policies. It was the first state to introduce a mandatory sentencing scheme,59 thus despairing from years of at least paying lip service to the idea of rehabilitation in corrections.60 It was also the first state to adopt a particularly punitive version of a habitual offender law.

And third, California has been home to a radical prison movement. Much of what has occurred in litigation of inmates’ rights happened in the

55 Brian Pinaire, Milton Heumann & Laura Bilotta, Barred from the Vote: Public Attitudes Toward the Disenfranchisement of Felons, 30 FORDHAM URB. L. J. 1519, 1545 (2003).
60 In this respect, California stands in stark contrast to Texas and Arizona, in which the rehabilitative ideal was never touted, and the emphasis was on "tough and cheap" policies. See generally MONA LYNCH, SUNBELT JUSTICE: ARIZONA AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF AMERICAN PUNISHMENT (2009).
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California context.61

Prior to 1974, the California constitution disenfranchised all those ‘convicted of any infamous crime.’62 The extent of deprivation was left to the jurisdiction of the counties, some of which opted to restore rights to felons and some permanently restricted felons from voting.63 The definition of “conviction,” however, was hotly debated. In 1953, the California Supreme Court stated that the term “conviction” should be interpreted as encompassing both a verdict and a final judgment.64 Subsequently, in 1959, the California Supreme Court stated that people who have been found guilty and received a suspended sentence have not been “convicted” for the purpose of the disenfranchisement clause, because if they successfully completed probation the proceedings would be expunged from the record.65 After an unsuccessful attempt in 1960 to change the phrase “infamous crime” to “felony,” in 1966, the Supreme Court limited “infamous crimes” to those involving moral corruption and dishonesty.66 Then, in 1973, a petition to ease the restrictions on voting was brought before the California Supreme Court.67 The petitioners argued that the differences between counties with regard to the extent of disenfranchisement violated the Equal Protection Clause, and prevailed. The decision was subsequently reversed by the Supreme Court.68

In response to the reversal, the California Legislature proposed and voters adopted a felony disenfranchisement provision creating a uniform regime. Under the new Article II, Section 3 (renumbered in 1976 to Article II, Section 4) of the California Constitution, the only category of people to remain disenfranchised were those “imprisoned or on parole for the conviction of a felony.” The Election Code was amended accordingly.

The arguments distributed to voters at the time reveal the unmistakable intent behind the initiative: Re-entry and reintegration. The Legal Analyst’s office provided the following analysis:

The California Constitution requires the Legislature to pass laws to prevent persons convicted of specified crimes from voting. The

69 See CAL. ELEC. CODE §§ 2101, 2106, 2300 (West 2012).
Constitution does not allow the Legislature to restore voting rights to such persons when their prison sentences have been completed. The loss of the right to vote continues throughout life, unless restored by pardon.

This proposition will require the Legislature to pass laws which deny the right to vote to persons when they are in prison or on parole for committing a felony. The right of convicted felons to vote would be restored, however, when their prison sentences, including time on parole, have been completed.\(^70\)

The proponents' arguments defined the right to vote as a "fundamental right," arguing that restricting the right to vote was unfair and abusive. They maintained that the differences between counties amounted to discrimination, and that the original justification behind permanent disenfranchisement—concerns about election fraud—no longer existed in an era of modern regulation of the voting process. Proponents also relied on studies of felon disenfranchisement, all of which supported restoration. The language used by proponents emphasized the importance of reintegration without stigma:

"An ex-felon returned to society and released from parole has fully paid the price society has demanded. A basic sense of justice demands that a person not be punished repeatedly, for a lifetime, by denying the right to vote." The deprivation from voting becomes "a lifelong reminder of second class citizenship—inferiority—often because of one mistake committed years earlier . . . Full citizen participation in these decisions should be encouraged, not prevented."\(^71\)

A successful move to amend the Constitution and restore voting rights to felons seems, in the context of today's society, quite remarkable, and perhaps is best understood in the context of the correctional climate of the mid-1970s. At the time, crime rates had already risen enough nationwide to be noticed and used in the Nixon electoral campaign.\(^72\) The mid-1970s also saw the emergence of dissatisfaction, nationally,\(^73\) as well as specifically in California\(^74\) with the indeterminate sentencing regime and

\(^{70}\) Post, supra note 63, at 36.

\(^{71}\) Id. at 38. The opponents' arguments relied on the "deep-rooted tradition" of disenfranchisement, and on the availability of a restoration process that allowed a case-by-case award of the right to vote for rehabilitated felons.

\(^{72}\) KATHERINE BECKETT, MAKING CRIME PAY 38-39 (1997).


\(^{74}\) Lowenthal, supra note 59.
with the parole mechanisms. It was a costly correctional apparatus, which conservatives disliked for its perceived lenient treatment of offenders and liberals repudiated for its arbitrariness, resulting in sentencing disparities. Nonetheless, determinate sentencing, mandatory minimums, and habitual offender laws were still not in existence; the reigning correctional philosophy, albeit only on paper, was rehabilitative, and in practice an inmate's return to the community could occur at any point within the broad range set by the judge and depended on the parole board's determination that the inmate was no longer dangerous to society. In the absence of determinate sentencing and the punitive legislation of the 1980s and 1990s, the prison inmate population was much smaller (in total numbers and per capita), and the extent of deprivation of rights stemming from the sheer number of inmates, as well as their number per capita, would have been unimaginable to the average 1974 voter.

The historical context of the 1974 Amendment informs the key constitutional provision at issue here in a number of ways: first, to the extent that voting propaganda represents "legislative intent" (And to the extent that such intent exists), the impetus behind the initiative seems to be essentially rehabilitative and non-punitive; second, and more contextually, that the Amendment was one in a series of political and legal moves that expanded, rather than narrowed, the franchise; third, that the Legislature and the California Supreme Court were, at least rhetorically, in agreement about the importance of voting rights for felons; and fourth, that the voters at the time were not in any position to appreciate the implications of any disenfranchisement regime on the prison population five decades after the Amendment.

C. Interpreting the Constitution: Who Counts as "Imprisoned"?

For a while, the California government supported the expansion of voting rights. In 1976, two years after the amendment was adopted, the Secretary of State explained to the state's county clerks and registrars of voters that: any convicted felon who is presently in State prison or on parole is not eligible to register or vote regardless of the felony involved. (Do not confuse 'probation' with 'parole'. A person on probation may register to vote.) In 1979, the Secretary of State clarified to the Fairfield Elections Supervisor the constitutional provision did not disenfranchise a person convicted of a felony and who is on probation. It speaks only to those felons imprisoned or undergoing an unexpired term of parole. The

75 See, e.g., MONA LYNCH, SUNBELT JUSTICE 22-51 (2010).
Secretary of State has also taken the position that the conviction must be for a felony which results in confinement in a state prison. Therefore, persons convicted of a felony but sent to the county jail are not ineligible to register to vote.\textsuperscript{76}

The breadth of the restriction was further refined in \textit{League of Women Voters v. McPherson}\.\textsuperscript{77} There, the California Supreme Court decided a petition for writ that addressed the status of people who were confined to local jails as a condition of their probation. The Court summarized the policy as follows:

For many years the Secretary of State took the position that the emphasized language disenfranchises only persons who, as a result of a felony conviction, are serving a sentence in state prison or are on parole from a felony conviction. In December 2005, however, after requesting and receiving an opinion from the Attorney General on the question, the Secretary of State took the opposite position. The Secretary of State notified local officials, including the Director of San Francisco’s Department of Elections, which the constitutional provision also applies to persons incarcerated in a local detention facility for the conviction of a felony, including persons serving that term as a condition of probation.\textsuperscript{78}

The Court disagreed with the Attorney General’s opinion, and drew distinctions between felons covered by the disenfranchisement clause and those who were allowed to vote:

\begin{quote}
“Where the court suspends imposition of sentence and places a defendant on probation, the defendant has not suffered a conviction for purposes of article II, section 4. In addition, where a probationer is ordered to serve time in a local facility because either imposition or execution of sentence has been suspended, he or she has not been imprisoned for the conviction of a felony, but has been confined as a condition of probation. Finally, where by virtue of Penal Code section 18, a felony offense is punishable by fine or imprisonment in county jail, and the trial court, pursuant to Penal Code section 17, subdivision (b)(1), enters judgment imposing something other than imprisonment in state prison, the crime is a misdemeanor for purpose of article II, section 4.”\textsuperscript{79}
\end{quote}

The distinction depended, to a large degree, on the Court’s interpretation of voters’ intent; the 1974 amendment was seen as a move to enfranchise,

\textsuperscript{76} \textit{McPherson}, 52 Cal. Rptr. 3d at 597, fn 1.
\textsuperscript{77} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{78} \textit{Id.} at 564 (quoting Secretary of State Bruce McPherson’s letter to all county clerks/registrars of voters dated Dec. 28, 2005).
\textsuperscript{79} \textit{Id.} at 588.
rather than disenfranchise, felons. Moreover, the Court highlighted the differences between jail and prison sentences:

By focusing solely on the word "imprisoned," and on a dictionary definition of that term, the Attorney General's opinion ignored a critical distinction between the situation of persons confined to jail as a condition of felony probation and that of persons imprisoned in state prison. The former are under the jurisdiction of the court. The latter are not. The jurisdiction of the court over the defendant does not end with an adjudication of guilt, nor is the defendant imprisoned at that time as a result of a verdict or plea of guilt. The court retains jurisdiction over the defendant until it orders execution of sentence and directs that the defendant be delivered into the custody of the Director of Corrections...

Upon conviction of a felony, the court may suspend imposition or execution of sentence and order the conditional release of the defendant under the supervision of the probation officer... Apart from the term of imprisonment in state prison that the Legislature has decreed be served for the conviction of a felony offense, the trial court has independent authority to cause a defendant who has been convicted of a felony and is eligible for probation, to be imprisoned in a local facility as a condition of probation...

The defendant who has been placed on probation, therefore, is imprisoned by the court in a local facility as a condition of probation, not as a result of the conviction of a felony. If a probationer violates the terms of probation, the court has the power "to reimprison the probationer in the county jail..." In such a case, the defendant again is confined for violating the terms of his or her probation, not for the conviction of a felony. Such a defendant is imprisoned as a result of the felony conviction only if probation is revoked or terminated, the court orders imposition and/or execution of judgment and the defendant is delivered to the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation.80

There was one particular population that the Court addressed in more detail and which has direct bearing on the situation at the crux of this Article: People convicted of "wobblers." Wobblers are offenses that can be punishable either as felonies or misdemeanors. Upon conviction of a "wobbler", the trial court has discretion to sentence the defendant either to state prison or to a county jail.81 People receiving the latter sentence are regarded as misdemeanants after judgment. The Court reasoned that, prior to judgment, the status of the defendant was analogous to that of a person whose sentence was suspended, and thus he or she should be allowed to

80 Id. at 593.
81 CAL. PENAL CODE § 17 (West 2011).
vote; after judgment, defendants were misdemeanants and thus allowed to vote.

The McPherson court’s distinction between jails and prisons, and its interpretation of the word “imprisoned” as referring to the latter, became of crucial importance when the Criminal Justice Realignment shifted large numbers of non-violent, non-serious and non-sexual offenders from state prisons to jails. Before addressing the voting rights of this population, it is necessary to understand the background to the Realignment, its principles and goals, and its practices in the field.

II. THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE REALIGNMENT

A. Background: Fiscal And Humanitarian Crisis

The Criminal Justice Realignment is the product of decades of dysfunctional, unsustainable correctional practices. Home to the nation’s largest population of inmates, California has 33 state correctional institutions and many more county jails. Prison population steadily increased after the introduction of mandatory sentencing, increasing further after the state committed funds to the construction of new institutions, and even further in the aftermath of the Three Strikes Law. The growth in prison population was not necessarily in long-term violent inmates; rather, it was the product of the increased negotiation power of the prosecutor in the era of strikes and mandatory minimums. The difficulties of managing the immense inmate population in distant, large institutions, became more complicated the more populated they became; this was particularly problematic in the context of the prison medical and mental health system, which were the subject of lengthy litigation efforts and, in
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2006, the province of a federal Receivership. Eventually, a federal three-judge panel constructed under the provisions of the Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA) ordered the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation to substantially decrease its prison population. The panel had found that the abysmal health care conditions were inexorably linked to the prison overpopulation, which at the time was at 200% of design capacity. The State appealed to the Supreme Court, which approved, in a 5-4 majority, the panel’s decision, pronouncing health care conditions in California prisons unconstitutional to a degree that must be remedied by a population reduction order. The Court found no error in a three-judge panel’s interpretation of the PLRA and upheld the panel’s order to reduce the prison population to 137.5% of design capacity within two years to guarantee adequate health care for state prisoners. Writing for the majority, Justice Kennedy commented on the dual challenge of California’s fiscal emergency and prison overcrowding crisis: “California’s Legislature has not been willing or able to allocate the resources necessary to meet [the prison crisis] absent a reduction in overcrowding. There is no reason to believe it will do so now, when the State of California is facing an unprecedented budgetary shortfall.”

Plata and Coleman were not litigated in a vacuum. The state budgetary crisis led then-Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger to propose a plan to shift certain categories of felonies to “wobblers,” so that defendants could be convicted as misdemeanants and serve their sentences in county jails, rather than state prisons, thus alleviating the serious overcrowding in state institutions. This notion provoked some ire from local counties, who

90 As recounted by Justice Kennedy in Plata, “Prisoners are crammed into spaces neither designed nor intended to house inmates. As many as 200 prisoners may live in a gymnasium, monitored by as few as two or three correctional officers. As many as 54 prisoners may share a single toilet.”
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94 Per California Penal Code section 17, a wobbler is a crime punishable, in the discretion of the court, by imprisonment in the state prison or by fine or imprisonment in the county jail. Therefore, crimes classified as “wobblers” can be charged either as misdemeanors or felonies and judges may use discretion in sentencing defendants to misdemeanor or felony terms. CAL. PENAL CODE § 17 (Deering 2014).
protested that local institutions were overcrowded as well, and expressed concerns about funding.

The final version of realignment, enacted during the tenure of Governor Jerry Brown, consisted of a new regime, under which persons convicted of nonserious, nonviolent, nonsexual offenses (colloquially known now as the "non-non-non" group) would be sentenced to serve their term in county jails, rather than in state facilities. This change would not impact the sentences of offenders already in prison at the time of enactment.

Moreover, there are no provisions in the law that control the length of sentences; merely the location. It would be possible to sentence certain inmates to serve their term partly in state prison and partly in county jail, as well. After completion of the incarceration term, "non-non-non" inmates would no longer be supervised by state parole agents; instead, they would be subject to post-release supervision in their counties and communities, under the auspices of probation authorities.

B. Two Models of Realignment

What we know about the process of enacting the various codes that constitute the Realignment is a bit like the Indian tale of the four blind men and the elephant; each of the actors has a different impression of its essence. Margo Schlanger’s masterful analysis of the different stakeholders makes it clear that there is no one single vision behind the legislation.

For the purposes of this paper, however, it is important to distinguish between two ways to perceive and interpret the depth of Realignment. Regardless of the intent behind the legislation, once enacted, Realignment can be regarded by the courts merely as a cost-saving measure. This idea, that merely warehousing people elsewhere would generate change, is closely related to the funding structure of the criminal justice system in California, and in particular, to the problem referred to by Franklin Zimring
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and Gordon Hawkins as the “correctional free lunch.” The increasingly punitive sentencing regime, complete with sentencing enhancements, habitual offender laws and mandatory minimums, was used by county prosecutors and county judges, but the eventual bill for corrections was picked up by the state, where felons were housed. By shifting responsibility for a larger percentage of the state inmates’ population to the counties, Governor Brown intended to hold the criminal justice system more directly accountable for the way it meted out punishment. In addition, the perception was that health care and programming could be provided in smaller, local facilities with community support at a lesser cost. The legislation explicitly responds to the state of fiscal emergency that Governor Brown has declared in California. From 1988/1989 to 2009, spending on corrections increased by roughly 450% and had increased from 5% to 11% of total state spending. Yet as a result of Realignment, Governor Brown has announced $1.1 billion in budget savings on corrections expected for the 2012-2013 fiscal year; this marks the first decline in correctional expenditure in over 20 years. But it is more than plausible that Realignment, as enacted, can support a much broader vision, a vision that sees long-term efficiency and savings are best served by a system that prioritizes a rehabilitative, integrative model that tied offenders to their communities of origin and invested in non-carceral and post-carceral solutions that would make them into productive citizens. At least some of the minds behind Realignment would be in agreement with this broader vision; much of the language and policy goals of the Realignment legislation signal a retreat from the retributivist discourse that has controlled criminal justice and corrections culture in this state. Testifying in a congressional hearing about changes to the PLRA, former prison warden Jeanne Woodford described the formidable political obstacles to prison reform in California. She explained that, “[t]he political
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104 To this end, the Legislature has found that “California must reinvest its criminal justice resources to support community corrections programs and evidence-based practices that will achieve improved public safety returns on this state’s substantial investment in its criminal justice system.” CAL. PENAL CODE § 3450(b)(4) (emphasis added).
ramifications that result when a government official appears to choose prisoners and prisons over other state needs continue to prevent the... state government from adopting policies and appropriating money to address grossly deficient prison conditions." The Plata mandate made rehabilitation a criminal justice policy goal that would not lead to disastrous "political ramifications." The passage of Realignment legislation is proof of a fundamental political shift in California criminal justice policy.

Proponents of Realignment have spoken about the powerful role rehabilitation must play in Plata compliance measures. In a press conference days before Realignment took effect, Governor Jerry Brown spoke to the legal command as well as the policy potential that underlie Realignment. He said, "we can’t overturn the Supreme Court’s decision, but we can work together to fix our broken system and protect public safety... [w]e’re responding with a well-crafted plan that is the result of... academic inquiries... that have critiqued our prison system and have said that it needs some kind of realignment." Governor Brown explicitly stated that the success of Realignment depended upon leaders in rehabilitation and traditional law enforcement fields to coordinate their efforts. Similarly, AB 109 sponsor and California Assembly Budget Committee Chair Bob Blumenfield wrote: “Realignment offers us the chance to end the cycle of putting more money into a broken system. Now... counties will provide innovative rehabilitation services to non-violent offenders. By redirecting funding and responsibilities through this framework, our criminal justice system can operate at significantly lower cost and achieve better results.” These quotes show that even the cost-saving effects were seen through a broader prism of long-term rehabilitative goals.

Examining realignment merely through the prism of short-term solutions to the budget crisis underscores the utility of rehabilitation as a long-term cost-saving measure. As a cost-saving strategy, rehabilitation is consistent with a fiscally conservative policy agenda.
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Yet these dual legal and fiscal mandates presented a unique political opportunity to reform the structure of California’s ineffectual correctional system. With the impetus provided by *Plata*, rehabilitation has been an implicit theme throughout the legislative focus on Realignment. And as discussed below, rehabilitation as the over-arching policy goal is apparent in the decentralization of state decision-making, and the enactment of proven recidivism-reducing measures at the pre-trial, sentencing and post-release stages.\(^{113}\)

A shift toward community corrections is apparent in every structural change adopted under the Realignment. The legislation dramatically expands the authority of counties to administer locally controlled criminal justice systems. Specifically, the legislation gives more discretion to counties regarding pretrial justice, limits the jurisdiction of the state Board of Parole, and strengthens the power of the Community Corrections Partnership.

The sentencing alternatives made available under Realignment promote two complementary goals: preventing county jail over-crowding and keeping disproportionately affected communities intact.\(^{114}\) The law allows county officials to authorize correctional administrators to expand types of quasi-custody that count toward mandatory minimums and give offenders the ability to stay connected with their communities.\(^{115}\) For example, counties may authorize a program of electronic monitoring in lieu of bail and give courts the discretion to sentence a defendant to involuntary home detention.\(^{116}\) The opportunity for mixed modality sentencing extends to the Pregnant and Parenting Woman’s Alternative Sentencing Program as well.\(^{117}\) The statute ensures that courts can impose a county jail sentence and still recommend the alternative sentence of a program.\(^{118}\) The increase of creative sentencing alternatives that encourage offenders to stay connected to their families and communities demonstrates that community empowerment is a strong value under Realignment.

The intent to promote a broader, rehabilitative vision through Realignment is particularly evident in the “Post-release Community Supervision Act of 2011,” which expressly promotes the expansion of community-based corrections.\(^{119}\) With its passage, the California
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Legislature has, "reaffirm[ed] its commitment to reducing recidivism among criminal offenders." The Postrelease Community Supervision Act supports this commitment by declaring, "California must reinvest its criminal justice resources to support community corrections programs and evidence based practices..." Evidence-based practices refer to "supervision policies, procedures, programs, and practices demonstrated by scientific research to reduce recidivism among individuals under probation, parole or postrelease supervision."

The law also sets out tools that may be used to keep a supervisee in his community. They include flash incarceration, intensive community supervision, home detention with electronic monitoring, mandatory community service, victim-offender reconciliation, furlough programs, work in lieu of confinement, substance abuse treatment, and mother-infant care programs. Importantly, the law also calls for residential programs offering structure, supervision, drug treatment, alcohol treatment, literacy programming, employment counseling, psychological counseling, mental health treatment, or any combination of these and other interventions. This comprehensive list of evidence-based "policies, procedures, programs and practices" involves the full implementation and integration of rehabilitative services and community involvement.

Another strong indication that the Realignment is intended to achieve a long-term, rehabilitative vision are the tools set out in the Post-Release Community Supervision Act, which have been proven via rigorous meta-analysis to reduce recidivism, substance abuse and/or antisocial behavior. These community-based programs incorporate evidence-based methods to reduce recidivism and are associated with average recidivism reduction rates. Some particularly startling examples come from the juvenile justice context. Included among the programs proven to reduce recidivism among juvenile offenders are behavioral programs that reward selected behaviors (22% reduction in recidivism), group counseling led by a therapist (22% reduction in recidivism), mentoring by a volunteer or paraprofessional (21% reduction in recidivism), case management (20% reduction in recidivism).
reduction in recidivism), counseling/psychotherapy (16.6% reduction in recidivism), mixed counseling that combines individual, group, or family therapy (16% reduction in recidivism), restorative justice for low-level offenders (8%-10% reduction in recidivism), and academic training (10% reduction in recidivism).128

Other successful recidivism-reducing measures authorized under Realignment target specific criminogenic traits. For example, evidence-based vocational and educational training programs are encouraged under Realignment.129 When implemented properly, participation in work and education programs increase the likelihood of employment and further education when an offender reenters society.130 Offenders typically have less education and poorer work histories than the general public. Successful programming works because it blunts stigma and enhances reintegration. These activities reduce recidivism through the development of pro-social activities.131 The causal relationship between social integration and recidivism reduction demonstrates the critical importance of community engagement in post-release supervision reform.

Realignment recognizes that the co-occurrence of drug use and criminality is another opportunity to reduce recidivism through effective rehabilitation.132 Drug treatment intervention is likely to succeed when the program adheres to certain methods—long-term, structured and “multi-modal, so as to deal with other problems that offenders have...”133 While the effectiveness of drug treatment programs varies widely depending on programs’ adherence to evidence-based practices, the clinical results seem to be promising.134

The Legislature has acknowledged that California’s “above the national average” recidivism rate is unacceptably high.135 To this end, the Legislature has found that “California must reinvest its criminal justice resources to support community corrections programs and evidence-based practices that will achieve improved public safety returns on this state’s substantial investment in its criminal justice system.”136 The shift toward community corrections at the pre-trial, sentencing and post-release stages shows that lawmakers recognize the important nexus between
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rehabilitation, recidivism and broader social benefits.

In summary, while Realignment was adopted in the context of a serious budgetary crisis and in the face of a court order demanding population reduction, its goals and provisions indicate that it aims for a holistic solution to the problem of prison population, by counting on local jails, and particularly on post-sentence community supervision, to implement evidence-based programs to reduce recidivism. In the next section, the paper reviews the extent to which California counties have followed this mandate.

C. Two Practices of Realignment

Critically, shifting significant responsibility from the state to the counties is provides the latter with a great degree of independence to choose how they house the new inmates. California counties, and as a result, county jails, dramatically differ in their approaches toward corrections.

The conditions in jails are also rather diverse, and were shaped by the relatively little attention they received in the early days of prison litigation. Most inmate rights' early cases occurred in the context of state prisons; the relatively short sentences jail inmates served made abuses less dramatic, and since the decentralized administration precluded statewide lawsuits, any relief obtained against them was not so far reaching. However, jails also became a focus of court attention, due to the fact that jails had proportionally fewer educational programs due to the shorter sentences; also, resources to provide vocational programs, recreational facilities, and medical services, were more constrained. Different jails have responded differently to challenges of overpopulation and programming, with some local facilities becoming pioneers in recidivism reduction.

These differences manifest themselves in the counties' preparation for,
and implementation of, the Realignment. Some counties have embraced the short-term, cost-saving vision of Realignment, tackling cost issues through short-term jail expansions and program cuts. Los Angeles County, for example, has directed the funds it received to undertake a massive jail expansion to absorb its new inmates.

Even more problematic is Riverside County’s plan to charge inmates for their time in jail – at an astounding rate of $140 per night – by placing a lien on their post-incarceration earnings, which surely cannot work wonders for their reintegration into the job market.

Several counties, however, have committed to the second vision, exploring alternatives to incarceration, and investing in reentry and reintegration. For example, Alameda County, which operated “in the spirit of realignment” by sending less people to state prison prior to the Realignment, proceeded by creating a probation and programming plan aimed at reducing recidivism in the long run by increasing access to services. Similarly, San Francisco County, which focused on re-entry prior to realignment, has sought job training and drug treatment in lieu of imprisonment.

Ironically, the funding structure for counties is based on the number of inmates they sent to state prisons prior to Realignment. This structure rewards punitive counties and creates more challenges for rehabilitative counties in coming up with innovative alternatives to mass incarceration at the local government level.

To conclude, California counties are faced with their choice of vision for
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the future of local corrections. While some counties have opted for jail expansions and absurd cost-saving mechanisms, others have embraced the challenge of ending mass incarceration in a sustainable way that provides inmates with hope and tools to rebuild their lives. The last part of this Article shows how providing realigned inmates with voting rights would support this desirable second vision.

III. EMBRACING A BROAD VISION OF REALIGNMENT THROUGH VOTING RIGHTS

Assuming that a long-term strategy of creating alternatives to mass incarceration and reducing recidivism is more desirable than duplicating the state’s mass incarceration epidemic at the local level, the California Supreme Court in *All Of Us Or None v. Bowen* was faced not only with a question of voting rights, but also with the opportunity to support the broader version of Realignment by giving Realigned inmates the right to vote. We believe that, by neglecting to enfranchise this population, the court has missed an opportunity to positively impact recidivism rates and civic engagement. This final chapter undertakes the analysis in which the Court should have engaged, reaching the conclusion that voting rights for Realigned inmates further the central goals of Realignment goals: fostering reintegration into society, promoting greater social and racial equality, and, as some empirical evidence suggests, contributing to recidivism reduction.

A. Promoting Reintegration

As mentioned in Part I above, few developed democracies restrict voting rights for current and formerly incarcerated people to the same extent as the United States.\(^{149}\) It is valuable to keep in mind that countries that enfranchise felons to a greater degree than the United States do so under the assumption that enfranchisement promotes reintegration into society. In the past two decades, the Supreme Court of Canada, the Constitutional Court of South Africa, the Supreme Court of Israel and the European Court of Human Rights have overturned voting restrictions for incarcerated people, invoking principles of rehabilitation and promotion of civic life.\(^{150}\)

In 1999, the South African Constitutional Court required that the


government provide prisoners with the right to vote, and invoked the principle that a democracy is a "a single interactive polity." That Court held "[t]he vote of each and every citizen is a badge of dignity and personhood. Quite literally, it says everybody counts." Similarly, the Israeli High Court held that "every society should take great care not to interfere with the right to elect except in extreme circumstances" because without the franchise, the foundation of other basic rights begins to crumble.

The Canadian Supreme Court endorsed the right to vote as essential to effective rehabilitation. Striking down a statute that disenfranchised inmates serving a sentence of two years or more, the Sauvé Court asserted that disenfranchisement neither deters crime nor rehabilitates criminals. Instead, the Sauvé Court recognized that the franchise is a tool of rehabilitation and held that to deny prisoners the right to vote is to lose an important means of "teaching democratic values and social responsibility."

Even countries that deny inmates the right to vote are discouraged from doing so too broadly. The United Kingdom is in the process of changing its disenfranchisement policy to comply with a recent decision by the European Court of Human Rights, which found that wholesale disenfranchisement of inmates violated the inmates' human rights and, moreover, "[ran] counter to the rehabilitation of the offender as a law-abiding member of the community and undermines the authority of law as derived from a legislature which the community as a whole votes into power."

Experts in law enforcement fields consider voter disenfranchisement an impediment to community policing goals. Community policing, a law enforcement strategy that relies on collaboration between the police and the public, breaks down when "an entire group of people are effectively excluded from the community." Existence of this "pariah class" prevents meaningful community-police partnerships and "the police's ability to
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Many California law enforcement officials recommend that correctional policy involve voter education and civic engagement. The Santa Cruz Chief Probation Officer explains that part of law enforcement intervention is to “ask [offenders] to step up and be productive responsive citizens.” Therefore, “facilitating a prisoner’s right to vote engenders in them a sense of responsibility and inclusion, both of which are essential ingredients to successful reentry.”

Law enforcement officials also recognize that the rehabilitative benefits of civic engagement contribute to public safety. For example, Nick Gregoratos, an official in the San Francisco Sheriff’s Department, encourages voter education and registration in San Francisco county jails. He points to the power that pro-social experience plays in reducing recidivism: “[w]e’ve had people who are shocked they can vote and feel really good about it. Anything we can do to help them feel like they’re part of society and not want to reoffend, it’s the right thing to do.”

While much of the voter disenfranchisement discourse has centered on restoring the vote for the formerly incarcerated, the principle holds true for county jail inmates as well. In Rhode Island, Providence Police Chief Dean Esserman explained, “[d]enying the vote to people who have completed their prison sentence disrupts the re-entry process and weakens the long-term prospects for sustainable rehabilitation.” The American Probation and Parole Association has taken the official position that “disenfranchisement laws work against the successful re-entry of offenders.” And in a related vein, the National Black Police Association
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has made clear that voter enfranchisement “promotes the successful reintegration of formerly incarcerated people, preventing further crime and making our neighborhoods safer.” The rehabilitative benefits of voter education and enfranchisement do not change when a person’s custody status moves from currently to formerly incarcerated. The right to vote remains critical to promote civic engagement, community involvement, and social integration.

B. Promoting Social Equality and Empowerment

Encouraging voting and civic engagement is an inexorable component of re-entry oriented policies, as it helps inmates become law-abiding and productive members of their communities. Emphasizing the importance of recidivism-reduction and rehabilitation, the American Bar Association (ABA) has challenged collateral sanctions that further isolate people with criminal convictions. The disqualification from benefits or opportunities on the basis of a criminal conviction “may just as surely prevent or discourage convicted persons from successfully reentering the free community, and impose on the community the costs of their recidivism.”

The disenfranchisement of county jail inmates typifies the “collateral sanction” that creates barriers to reentry and perpetuates inmates’ continued alienation from the community. Echoing the positions of Realignment’s proponents, the ABA concludes that “[t]his is not only a problem of fairness to offenders, but of public safety and fiscal responsibility as well.”

As detailed above, because Realignment diverts offenders to county jails and keeps them closer to their homes, the opportunity to promote civic engagement is particularly ripe. When inmates exit state prison, the social alienation and detachment that accompanies re-entry often contributes to high rates of recidivism. By virtue of their proximity to home, however, county jail inmates need not experience the same social isolation as those incarcerated in state prison. Restoring the franchise to county jail inmates
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would encourage pro-social behavior by promoting investment in their home communities.\(^{172}\) Participation in the polity "helps to rebuild the ties to fellow citizens that motivate law-abiding behavior" by reminding offenders of the reciprocal responsibilities that citizens share.\(^{173}\) Voter disenfranchisement, however, "stymies reintegration by treating people with conviction histories as a 'pariah class.'"\(^{174}\) The right to vote gives ex-offenders access to a civic community that incentivizes successful reentry. The intuitive link between voting, recidivism reduction and public safety is an important tool for lawmakers working to reduce crime.

Studies reveal that many convicted offenders plan to volunteer time, coach youth sports, speak publicly about their crimes, or engage in some other form of civic participation.\(^{175}\) However, disenfranchisement and other exclusionary policies may lead inmates' interest in community involvement to wane. Uggen and Manza quote Susan, a woman in her thirties imprisoned for murder:

> I was thinking about, like, getting involved with politics when I get out, and how I'd love to, and then I'm like, "Well, I can't vote," so it's so discouraging. Um, I'm not gonna read this article on this candidate's views or, you know, I'm not going to research on it. But then the only thing that motivates me is that the people around me don't know I'm an ex-con and can't vote, and so I don't want them to think I'm just like, lame and ignorant because I can't participate in their political conversations. So that's like my only motivation, and that's not a lot of motivation because, like, I mean being able to vote, my vote making a difference would be more motivation than the rare political conversation.\(^{176}\)

An experience of loss of trust in the state and local governments after incarceration holds true when controlling for demographic variables, and is a discouraging deviation from the goals supporting Realignment.\(^{177}\)

As explained in Part I above, one of the more distressing effects of mass incarceration is the overrepresentation of low income and people of color, particularly African Americans, among incarcerated and formerly incarcerated individuals. A report by the Pew Center on the States revealed that, as of 2008, one in 100 individuals in California were behind bars. This startling figure rises to one in 9 individuals for African American men
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aged 20-34. Moreover, one in 31, and one in 11 African American people in the U.S. are under parole or probation supervision, respectively. The overrepresentation of African Americans among inmates is true for California as well; African Americans make up 6% of the adult population but 29% of both the male and female prison population. Moreover, inland and poorer areas of the state tend to have the highest incarceration rates.

In light of the current policy of felon disenfranchisement, this data is deeply disturbing. Historically, passage of disenfranchisement legislation has correlated with the passage of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, and later with the Nineteenth Amendment. Some recent commentators have drawn convincing connections between the segregation regime during the post-bellum nadir of race relations and current felon disenfranchisement. The disproportionate effect of disenfranchisement on underserved communities has led some scholars to label members of said communities as a lower "caste".

Formerly incarcerated individuals, as such, do not constitute an explicit racial category, and therefore do not trigger strict scrutiny for purposes of equal protection doctrine. Nonetheless, it is important to keep in mind that given the overrepresentation of minorities in the pool of convicted and incarcerated individuals, poor communities and communities of color are harmed by proxy. A review of statistical data comparing black and white voters shows that, due to the disproportionate percentage of black convicted felons removed from the already-limited pool of eligible black voters, disenfranchisement disproportionately affects the black vote.

The impact on poor communities, in fact, is double: Not only do they suffer overrepresentation in incarceration, but their interests are not properly represented in changing policies and fund allocations that would reverse the trend of over-incarcerating and stigmatizing poor people of color. This adverse impact, resulting in low turnout rates, is compounded by the abounding misinformation about voting rights as well as the need to
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focus on immediate post-release needs, which leads to low turnout rates.186
A less obvious effect of disenfranchisement is its negative impact on
democracy as a whole in the community. Overall rates of voter registration
and turnout for the community as a whole tend to be lower in states with
strict felon disenfranchisement laws than in states lacking such laws.
While the differences are not statistically significant, even small
differences may have great practical significance in a given election
year.187

While these factors apply to the issue of felon disenfranchisement in
general, rather than to the specific issue of realigned inmates in jail, there
are some specific aspects of this.

C. Reducing Recidivism

California has an alarmingly high recidivism rate. Sixty-seven percent of
felons released from CDCR institutions return to prison within three years
of release, for parole violations or for new crimes.188 Nonetheless, these
rates point to an urgent need to act in a way that might discourage formerly
incarcerated individuals from reentering the carceral "revolving door."

Studying the effects of disenfranchisement on recidivism is difficult, as it
requires controlling for a variety of factors, as well as contending with
differing definitions of recidivism.189 However, the data that has been
collected supports the hypothesis that broader disenfranchisement policies
are correlated with higher recidivism rates.

In a study using longitudinal data from the Youth Development Study in
Minnesota, researchers relied on democratic theory and insights from
criminology to predict lower arrest rates among enfranchised individuals in
comparison with their disenfranchised counterparts. And, indeed, voting
was inversely correlated with re-arrest, especially among those with arrest
histories.190 Non-voters reported having committed significantly more
property and violent crimes than voters.191 The effect remains when
controlling for other variables, but is stronger for voters of lower
socioeconomic status and self-reported criminal behavior.192

186 See id. at 128.
187 Uggen & Manza, supra note 180, at 783.
188 See CAL. DEPT. OF CORR. & REHAB., OFFICE OF RESEARCH, 2010 Adult Institutions
Outcome Evaluation Report 3, fig. 2 (2010), available at
http://www.cdcr.ca.gov/Adult_Research_Branch/Research_Documents/ARB_FY0506_Outcome_Evalu
ation_Report.pdf
189 CIVIL PENALTIES, supra note 175, at 80.
190 Uggen: Evidence, supra note 167, at 205-206.
191 See id. at 207-208.
192 See id. at 211.
Another study examined the differences between individuals who, under Florida law, were withheld adjudication of guilt after having been found guilty of a felony. Such individuals lose no civil rights and may lawfully assert they had not been convicted of a felony. Reconviction data for 95,919 men and women who were either adjudicated or had adjudication withheld showed that those formally labeled were significantly more likely to recidivate in 2 years than those who are not. While these data look at stigma in general, it suggests that disenfranchisement may be part of the “package” of collateral consequences that stigmatizes individuals and may consequently push them to reoffend.\footnote{See, e.g., Ted Chiricos, \textit{The Labeling of Convicted Felons and Its Consequences for Recidivism}, 45 CRIMINOLOGY 547 (2007); see also Christopher Uggen, Jeff Manza & Angela Behrens, \textit{‘Less than the average citizen’: stigma, role transition, and the civic reintegration of convicted felons}, \textit{in After Crime & Punishment: Pathways to Offender Reintegration} 261-90 (Shadd Maruna & Russ Immarigeon eds., 2004).}

As we continue to understand the impact of felon disenfranchisement, these studies suggest that any move toward relaxing enfranchisement restrictions is a step in the right direction.

There is one more comment to be made about realignment and voting, which has more of a temporary and practical nature. Current law counts inmates, for the purpose of redistricting, in the county in which they are incarcerated, rather than in their community of origin.\footnote{But see A.B. 420, Reg. Sess. (C.A. 2011) (stating that this practice may only change in 2020, when AB 420 will come into effect, requesting citizen redistricting committees to seek information about inmates’ home communities and take those into account when planning district maps).} As a result, if state prison inmates were to be enfranchised, their collective vote would possibly overwhelm the small community in which they are incarcerated. By contrast, jail inmates usually serve their sentence close to where they live. Consequently, their vote would count in their own communities, in which they live, and about which they care.

Conclusion and Future Agenda

Since the Court of Appeals and the state’s Supreme Court refrained from providing reasons for their decision in \textit{AUOUN v. Bowen}, it is difficult to speculate about the grounds for their refusal to grant the petitioners’ writ. But it is possible, and important, to think about its meaning.

Beyond the doctrinal problem of narrowly interpreting a Constitutional right, and in particular, deviating from the interpretive trend in \textit{McPherson}, the Court has failed to see the problem of voting rights of felons in the broader prism of long-term correctional reform. California faces a unique opportunity to reverse forty years of growth in incarceration. The Criminal
Justice Realignment can be the vehicle for promoting evidence-based, long-term solutions that will return many Californians from a life enmeshed with the prison experience to their communities and families. The first step along that path is to view our incarcerated citizens as just that — citizens who are being punished for their crimes, but who will eventually have to rejoin society as full-fledged citizens, not a lower caste.

In his classic book *Crime, Shame and Reintegration*, John Braithwaite promotes what he refers to as a "Republican theory of justice". Under this theory, social response to crime should consist of "reintegrative shaming": A penalty for having violated the rules, with set mechanisms for redemption at the end of punishment. By perpetuating the stigma without promoting reintegration, California unfortunately loses and alienates a significant portion of its population, rendering it tainted and unredeemable.

While a strategy for enfranchising Realigned inmates has failed in the courts, not all is lost. In 1974, California voters approved a constitutional amendment that awarded the vote to more felons. The social and political climates have changed, but the current financial dire straits might provide an impetus to rethink the ways in which stigmatizing tens of thousands of Californians have been impacting our wallets and our lives. We may learn to see that extending a hand to our fellow citizens, whose liberty is temporarily deprived, is not such a terrible, unthinkable idea, and may reward us with engaged, caring and passionate neighbors and friends.